
The aQrate software solution from UTAX allows you to monitor and control your scanning, copying and 
printing processes more efficiently throughout the entire company. Your sensitive data will always be 
protected thanks to high security standards and cutting-edge identification technologies. Clearly laid-out 
reports will ensure that you are always able to enjoy an overview of your processes and keep everything 
under control.

Whether you’re scanning using a multifunctional system (MFP) or sending out print jobs from your 
workstation or a mobile device – aQrate manages all your processes from one central point. They will 
only be approved for further processing after prior authentication by the user, or saved in a personal 
mailbox or directory if you are scanning documents.
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HOW IS DATA SECURITY GUARANTEED?

The user logs into the output device using a PIN 
or password, a transponder or by smartphone 
via Bluetooth. This can be expanded with 
two-factor authentication if necessary. Print-
outs no longer end up in the wrong hands. 

HOW EXACTLY IS CONTROLLING SUPPORTED?

The software solution offers a wide array of 
clear analysis options. These allow costs to be 
clearly categorised, and existing resources to be 
better used to capacity. This ensures greater cost 
transparency and improved controls overall. 

You’ll find more functions and advantages on the next page! ›
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Convenient, flexible, simple: scanning 
and printing made even more secure.

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES FOR USERS AT A GLANCE:
• Convenient – thanks to the individually adaptable user interface and ‘one-button’ operation  

for the most important functions. 
• Print jobs sent from a computer, tablet or smartphone can be collected at any multifunctional  

system or printer. Scanned documents can be sent to any output location (e.g., user directory,  
e-mail address or server).

• High security for data and documents, thanks to user identification directly on the multifunctional  
system and data encryption until the document has been printed.

• Expansion of the range of functions, with adaptation to the specific workflow requirements  
possible at any time.

AND THE MOST IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR:
• Simple administration and user-friendly web interface. 
• User-defined scanning profiles are simple to create, which makes the workflow significantly  

more straightforward.
• Defined user roles and print policies allow direct access to copying and scanning features.
• Printer drivers are installed automatically.
• Fewer support requests thanks to an intuitive control panel on the output device.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Server hardware: min. 2 CPU (2 GHz), 4 GB RAM,  
Windows Server 2012/2012R2/ 2016/Core/2019 –  
with the latest updates 

 
 
User operating system: 
Windows/Linux/MAC OS/SAP and other ERP systems  
with LPR support

Are you interested in the utmost data security for your scanning and printing processes?

Then give us a call on (+49-40) 528-490 or send us an e-mail at info@utax.de to arrange a  
meeting with our digital experts.

UTAX has been the brand for professional office technology since 1961.  
As the partner of specialist traders and small and medium-sized businesses, we specialise in 
the distribution and integration of printing, copying and multifunctional systems into compa-
ny IT systems. We support the strategic and economic targets of our customers with integ-
rated document management concepts. With the MDS solution UTAX smart, output systems 
can be controlled irrespective of the manufacturer, and the infrastructure can be optimised in 
line with demands. UTAX is a registered trademark of TA Triumph-Adler GmbH.

www.utax.com 


